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southern. It would go hard with a student if in this broad field
he could not find a word somiew hat analogous in meaning to any
other word in any otlher language; particularly were the student
saisfied as easily as Mr. Greg. For instance, amJong his *, accorda'ices" there are plenty of instances of analogies like the

given the usual definitions of the co6rdinates of the position of a
heavenly body as seen projected upon tihe celestial vault. A v ery
neat explanation of the ma'nner in whiclh the orbit of a biniary
star is comriputed, is given, and as the process is so simple young
astroniomers will find in the constructioni of the orbits of tIe
following: Accadian, sh/cku/ wheat, Amnerican, mnays, maize; hiundrelds of binary stars very interesting instruction. The lunnr
Accadian, ka, life, American, ak, water; Hebrew, benl, son, maps, although aLpon a small scale, are very coiimplete, giving as
Anmerican, hla, son; Tliietan, sna, to breathe, Anmerican, cenka, they (lo a representation of some part of the
moon's
noise; Indo-Chinese, petan. bird, American, pa 7hue, to fly, etc. throughlout the wlhole Ilunation. A good selection of surface
telescopic
Thousan(ds of his ''accordances " are no closer than these.
objects, such as initerestinig double stars, ueblwl, anld richi star
But the unscientific spirit of the book is only too painfully ap- clusters is also given. The namne of eachl object and ius pOsitiol)
parent throuighout. All such mnere phonetic similarities, even in the sky are gixveni as well as a slhort explanatory note (lescribing
wvhere they are real and close, are of absolutely no value and the object. We note that some of tlje explanations given by
the

prove nothing wlhatever concerning the relationship of linguistic
stocks. This can only be demonstrate(d by studying the history
and growvth of a language, tracing its developmuent and the influences to whichi it has been subjected, ascertaining the evolution
of its grammatical forms and categories, separating the original
elenments from grafts and accretions, and confining comparisons
to the former exclusively, and then only in the forms which existed at the earliest ascertainable epoch. Any such method as
that adopted by Mr. Greg, in wlich thiese elements of linguistic
growth are omitted, and even in whichl identity of alphabetic
value is not atternpted, is wholly valueless; and it is most unfortunate that all writers on linguistics hiave not been eclucated
to recognize this fundamental principle of research.
An Atlas of Astronomy. By SIR ROBERT STAWELL BALL, LL.D.,
F.R.S. New York, D. Appleton & Co.
IN this work Sir Robert Ball has added a handy companion to
his "Star Land." The atlas contains a series of seventy-two
plates explanatory of the sun, moon, major planets, and fixed
stars. The object of the atlas is to put into a convenient form,
for the amateur astronomer, those data that will interest in a
study of the evening sky. The author has in the intro(duction
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authorare a little abstruse. On page 2, in desciibing the l)ath
of a planet, the *vords ellipse and oibit seemed to be woefully
mixed up, so that it is (difficult to follow the meanin,g of the autlhor. For example, vwe have the statement that i the line PA
through the two foci is the axis ma,jor of the ellipse. This is
immeediately folloxved by the statemiienit that ''it is bisected in 0
at the centre of the orbit." An orbit andl anl ellipse are not the
same by any means, and(I should( never be consi(dere(d as sucl. A
few lines followiing we have the statement that I' the point P,
nearest thic sun, is the perihelion of the orbit. We certainly fail
to see thie truth of that statement. We shouild say that P was
the perihelion point of the object moving in the orbit. The same.
critici,.im applies to the point of ap)lelion. Again, we must question
the statenment that '- the time that the planet takes to go around
its orb)it is the periodic time." We were not aware thiat a planet
went around its orbit. If it does, wlat is the niamiie of the patlh
in which the planet itself is MoVing? Upon the whole, the work
has been neatly arranged, and the publishers have made it attractive both in style of printing and in neatness of binding. We
would recommend the book to those who are seeking for some
popular work that has in a handy form the interesting points
in astronomy.
(l. A. H.

the edges. Both photographs show the
gas-lights in the streets as wlite specks, the
specks being circular in the centre and
crescent-shaped in other parts of the plate.
owing to diAortion. The lightning-flashes
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particulars concerning two trees in Tyntesfield Park which were struck by lightning.
one on June 1 and the other on July 18, and
also some notes concerning a flagstaff on
the summiiit of Brandon Hill, vhiclh was
struck on Oct. 6. '(Constructive Errors in
Some Hygrometers," by Mr. W. W. Midgley,
F.R Met.Soc. The author, in making an
investigation into the hygrometrical condition of a numbeer of cotton mills in the
Bolton district, found that the nmounting of
the thermonmeters and the position of the
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